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E-textiles
• Electronic textiles (e-textiles): Fabric where 

network and components are intrinsic to the cloth

• Goal:  Wearable computers that look like 
everyday clothing, “smart” fabrics for pervasive 
computing environment

• Advantages:
– Flexible
– No dangling wires to snag
– Large surface area for sensing
– Invisible to others
– Cheap manufacturing
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VT E-textiles Lab goals
• Design textiles that work across a wide range of user 

population, environments
• Devise a computing architecture that permits reliable 

execution of diverse applications in a dynamic 
environment with more than tens of sensors

• Develop tools for application domain experts
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Design choices

• Wrong choices for the computing options in the design 
space have several problems:
– Do not scale
– Do not generalize
– Are not reliable
– Are not easy to program or to modify

• Wireless only for communication off-garment
– Wires on-garment are better than wireless for power, battery 

management, security, interference, regulations, cultural issues

• As a general architecture, a textile sensor that attaches to a 
PDA or a cell phone is not viable…computation must be 
closely coupled to the textile
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Looming issues

• Equipment: Fully automated loom, sewing/ 
embroidery machine
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Prototypes and design environment

• Existing prototypes: 
– Acoustic beamformer for locating tanks
– Wearable acoustic beamformer
– Building mapper
– Context-aware pants
– Rug with sensing and output 

• Prototype being developed:
– Jumpsuit (shape-sensing, context-aware)

• Simulation/design environment
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E-textile pants

• E-textile pants: Fabric, e-TAGs,  finished pants

• Applications: Context awareness, 
gait analysis, health monitoring

• Designed using simulation environment
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VT/Intel Agent Rug

• Recently worked with Intel on a “smart” rug 
to demonstrate sensing/output capabilities

Tracking 
State 
Information

Tracking State 
Migrates
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E-Textile Computing 
Architecture Overview

• Design choices:
– Textile doesn’t just hold sensors

• All communication is digital
• Sensor data converted at the sensor

– Textile has many computing devices
• Facilitate flexible, fault-tolerant routing
• Reduce network traffic via simple signal processing at sources 

of data
• Intelligent power management

– “Services”-based software architecture
• Light-weight
• Publish-subscribe
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Wired on-fabric network

• E-textiles typically use analog signals on wire to central 
collection point
– Not expansible: Difficult to add other sensors for other 

applications
– Signal integrity issues
– Requires dedicated sensor path on fabric, not reconfigurable
– Collection point must have a port for all possible sensors
– Fault tolerance issues from a failed path

• In contrast, a digital switched network:
– Can multiplex signals from many sources for many applications
– Allows data signal integrity to be independent of the type of sensor
– Can accommodate new sensors without new sensor paths
– Allows the central point (if there is one) to take data from all 

sensors from a fixed set of network ports.
– Can route around failed paths
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Why not wireless instead?

• An on-fabric wired network also has advantages 
over using wireless sensor nodes
– Donning and placement
– Battery management: Only one battery to change, not 

one per sensor node
– Security: Difficult to eavesdrop on communication
– Cultural concerns about exposure to RF
– Energy, energy, energy:  Don’t need to power a 

receiver (even periodically)

• All this does not preclude using wireless where 
appropriate, e.g., off-garment to other garments or 
other devices
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Two-tier hardware architecture I

• Tiny processor nodes associated with sensors
– Acquire sensor data w/ precise timing
– Limited signal processing and decision making
– Able to send/receive basic messages
– These nodes provide simple services in hardware or 

software
– Set of services provided by these nodes are fixed at 

boot time

• These nodes can become smaller and more power 
efficient rather than more capable
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Two-tier hardware architecture II

• More capable processor nodes comprise the 
second tier of the system
– Responsible for running system services and 

application services
– Responsible for managing Tier I nodes and network
– Able to route messages and form virtual circuits
– All services on these nodes run in software
– Set of services advertised by these nodes can change 

dynamically
– Currently running services can migrate
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Summary
• E-textiles offer promising advantages for both wearable 

applications
– Wired on-garment network is the right choice for more than a 

couple of sensors that have to be put on by real people every day

• E-textile design methodology relying on simulation and 
prototyping
– Design for a range of wearers/environments

• Working towards a computing architecture that offers
– reliable and predictable behavior
– a programming model of a garment -- not a collection of nodes
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